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Description

FIELD OF THE ART

[0001] The present invention relates to a gas carrying
threading device of sewing machine, particularly relates
to the gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
such as a serger, a double chain stitch sewing machine,
or a cover stitch sewing machine for performing a thread-
ing of a looper thread automatically to a looper by utilizing
a pressurized gas.

BACKGROUND OF THE ART

[0002] Conventionally, in the serger, the double chain
stitch sewing machine, or the cover stitch sewing ma-
chine, etc., the gas carrying threading device which is
connected by a hollow looper thread guide which leads
to a looper thread guide outlet of a loop-taker point of the
looper from a thread introduction portion which inserts
the looper thread and which feeds a looper thread by
utilizing a flow of a pressurized gas which is supplied to
the hollow looper thread guide is known. Hereby, a com-
plicated thread guard is unnecessary and a threading
that a handleability is easy can be performed. Therefore,
there are no mistake of the threading, no protrusion of
the looper thread in mid-process, and no entanglement
of the inserted looper thread with other thread, and there-
by the threading can be performed at once by the ex-
tremely easy operation (Patent document No.1 - No.3).
[0003] In a structure of the foregoing gas carrying
threading, a pathway for the threading becomes consid-
erably simple, and an operation of the threading becomes
easy, and an entanglement of the thread or an incidence
of a thread breakage can be dissolved.
[0004] However, in the structure of the foregoing gas
carrying threading, while pressing a stopper shaft (posi-
tioning pin) for a connecting positioning plate by one
hand, a pulley is rotated manually by the other hand, and
thereby a stitch forming device must be locked and con-
currently a threading connecting device must be connect-
ed. Therefore, it is difficult to understand how to use this
threading device for the operator who is not familiar with
the sewing machine, and an insertion operation of the
looper thread which is performed by using both hands
concurrently is considerably complex, thereby the train-
ing of that purpose is necessary.
[0005] Then, a looper threading device which inserts
the looper thread to the looper by several operations by
one hand without using both hands concurrently and at-
tempts an easy threading operation is proposed (Patent
document No.4 - No.5).

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0006]

[Patent document No.1] JP-2865470-B2
[Patent document No.2] JP-3355214-B2
[Patent document No.3] JP-4088504-B2
[Patent document No.4] JP-2008-119361-A (Fig.2)
[Patent document No.5] JP-2011-62501-A

SUMARRY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0007] In the looper threading device which is dis-
closed in Patent Document No.5, because the looper
thread can be inserted to the looper by one-handed op-
eration of only three times by using a looper thread-
ing/stitch forming changeover manual lever, it is very ef-
ficient as the looper threading device.
[0008] However, although the looper threading device
which is disclosed in Patent Document No.4 performs
the threading of the looper by using the structure of a
push button which is disclosed in Patent Document No.1-
No.2 unlike the looper threading device which is dis-
closed in Patent Document No.5, there are following se-
rious disadvantages.

(1) As the difficult point in the mechanism,

(a) Because a looper (looper support member),
a looper drive arm and a thread pass tube looper
thread guide plate are composed as a conglom-
erate which gather separately, a looper drive at
the time of sewing and a changeover mecha-
nism at the time of looper threading become
complicated (Fig.3).
(b) Because a looper take-up lever does not in-
tervene in a looper threading route to a thread
insertion opening from a thread groove, it is nec-
essary to consider a looper take-up lever mech-
anism separately (Fig.1, Fig.5, Fig.13).

(2) As the difficult point in the operation,

(a) Essentially, the looper threading is intended
to perform the threading of the looper thread
which is drawn out from a thread spool to a loop-
er loop-taker point thread outlet directly. How-
ever originally, the operation which guides the
looper thread which is drawn out from the thread
spool from the thread groove to the thread in-
sertion opening is extremely complicated in the
looper threading device which is disclosed in
Patent Document No.4 (Fig.1).
(b) The looper threading device which is dis-
closed in Patent Document No.4 is intended to
attempt the easy operation of the threading be-
cause the threading operation is considerably
simplified. However, practically, one-handed
operation of four times of an operation for move-
ment of operation lever, an operation for rotation
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of positioning of flywheel, a pressing operation
of a lock button and an operation for starting of
air spraying are indeed necessary. Therefore,
the effect that the threading operation is consid-
erably simplified and the easy operation of the
threading is attempted cannot be achieved. Fur-
ther, heretofore, a problem to have to insert di-
rectly a tip of a lower thread to the thread inser-
tion opening 111 of the looper which is assumed
to be complicated remains (Fig.1, Fig.13).

[0009] The present invention was conducted to solve
these difficult points. The object of the present invention
is to provide the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine which is simplified on the mechanism and is
able to perform the threading more easily with one-touch
operation to the looper by one-handed operation of small
number of times on the operation.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0010] In order to achieve such the object, a gas car-
rying threading device of sewing machine of the present
invention is defined in claim 1.
[0011] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, the push button shaft
includes the push button, and a set shaft which juxtapos-
es a large diameter portion and a small diameter portion
and a stopper shaft which protrudes the control pin and
includes the tip portion are connected in a nested state,
and a second spring is intervened between both.
[0012] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, the connecting move-
ment plate has a holding portion and a slide portion which
holds and slides a large diameter portion and a small
diameter portion respectively which are juxtaposed at the
set shaft, and is connected with the control groove cam
which receives the control pin which is protruded from
the stopper shaft so that both can move together freely.
[0013] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, said connecting move-
ment plate has, after completing a threading to the looper,
when returning the connecting movement plate from the
threading state to the sewing state manually and forcibly,
a return lever that the control pin slides in a fourth control
groove cam portion of the control groove cam and latches
together at the first control groove cam portion and holds
the sewing state.
[0014] In the control groove cam of the gas carrying
threading device of sewing machine of the present in-
vention, the first control groove cam portion which latches
together the control pin at the time of a non-pressing op-
eration of the push button and holds the sewing state
continues to the fourth control groove cam portion and
the second control groove cam portion and has an U-
shape groove cam structure. The second control groove
cam portion which latches together the control pin at the
time of a pressing operation of the push button and holds

the connecting movement plate in the threading prepar-
atory state by contacting the tip portion of the push button
shaft to a peripheral surface of the connecting positioning
plate continues to the first control groove cam portion
and the third control groove cam portion and has a step-
like groove cam structure. The third control groove cam
portion which latches together the control pin by rotating
the main shaft manually and holds the threading state by
fitting the tip portion of the push button shaft into the notch
portion of the connecting positioning plate continues to
the second control groove cam portion and the fourth
control groove cam portion and has an U-shape groove
cam structure. And the fourth control groove cam portion
which returns the connecting movement plate from the
threading state to the sewing state manually and forcibly
continues to the third control groove cam portion and the
first control groove cam portion and has a slanted groove
cam structure that the control pin slides.
[0015] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, a safety device for pro-
hibiting the power supply of a motor which drives the
main shaft depending on a position of the connecting
movement plate is provided when the connecting move-
ment plate is held in the threading preparatory state and
the threading state by a pressing operation of the push
button.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0016] According to the gas carrying threading device
of sewing machine of the present invention, the looper
threading can be performed by one-handed three oper-
ations which are a threading preparatory operation, a
threading positioning/connecting pulley operation and a
threading gas supply operation.
[0017] Therefore, according to the gas carrying thread-
ing device of sewing machine of the present invention,
by connecting with the hollow thread guide portion which
leads to the thread introduction portion which inserts the
thread from the thread outlet of the loop-taker point of
the looper, the complicated thread guard is unnecessary
and the threading that the handleability is easy can be
performed. And, there are no mistake of the threading,
no protrusion of the looper thread in mid-process, and
no entanglement of the inserted looper thread with other
thread. Besides, because the looper thread is fed by uti-
lizing the flow of the pressurized gas which is supplied
to the hollow thread guide portion, the threading can be
performed at once by the extremely easy operation.
[0018] Besides, according to the gas carrying thread-
ing device of sewing machine of the present invention,
because the safety device works depending on a move-
ment position of the connecting movement plate and the
power source to a sewing machine motor is disconnect-
ed, a breakage of the serger by such as incorrect oper-
ation to a motor controller during the threading prepara-
tory operation and a completion of the threading can be
prevented.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

[Fig.1] A whole perspective view seeing a gas car-
rying threading device of sewing machine by the
present invention from a right side of a front side of
a sewing machine.
[Fig.2] An exploded perspective view of a gas carry-
ing threading device of sewing machine by the
present invention.
[Fig.3 (A)] A partial exploded perspective view in a
sewing state of a gas carrying threading device of
sewing machine by the present invention.
[Fig.3 (B)] A partial exploded perspective view in a
threading state of a gas carrying threading device of
sewing machine by the present invention.
[Fig.4] An exploded perspective view of the thread
guide portion which is connected to the thread intro-
duction portion of a gas carrying threading device of
sewing machine by the present invention and which
performs a contact/separation for the looper thread
inlet of the looper.
[Fig.5] An exploded perspective view of the looper
threading/sewing changeover mechanism of a gas
carrying threading device of sewing machine by the
present invention.
[Fig.6] A sectional explanatory view of the sewing
state cutting with a shaft line of a push button shaft
in a gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
by the present invention.
[Fig.7] A sectional explanatory view of the threading
preparatory state cutting with a shaft line of a push
button shaft in a gas carrying threading device of
sewing machine by the present invention.
[Fig.8] A sectional explanatory view of the threading
state cutting with a shaft line of a push button shaft
in a gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
by the present invention.
[Fig.9] A block diagram of a gas carrying threading
device of sewing machine by the present invention.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0020] Hereinafter, the preferable embodiment that the
gas carrying threading device of sewing machine of the
present invention is applied to the serger is explained in
detail by referring to the drawings.
[0021] As shown in Fig.1 and Fig.9, the serger 1 is
composed from a main frame and a sub-frame which
form a bed and an arm.
[0022] The sewing machine motor M is attached to the
sub-frame, and a main shaft 2 lengthens along the frame
in a horizontal direction. The main shaft 2 is rotated and
driven by using a timing belt MB by the sewing machine
motor M.
[0023] The stitch forming device is composed by the
upper looper 4 and lower looper 5 which are driven by

the looper drive mechanism 3 (3a, 3b) by synchronizing
to the main shaft 2, the needle which is driven by the
needle drive mechanism 6, a presser foot mechanism
which presses a cloth on a throat plate and a cloth feed
mechanism 7 which forwards the cloth every one stitch.
In addition, because the concrete structure and the mo-
tion are public known or well-known (Patent Document
No. 1-3, 5), the detailed explanation is omitted and the
illustrations of the needle, the throat plate and the presser
foot mechanism are also omitted.

<Threading/Thread pass mechanism>

[0024] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 are the hollow structure from the looper
thread inlet 9a, 9b to the looper loop-taker point thread
outlet 8a, 8b (Fig.4). Here, "hollow structure" may com-
pose the looper itself as the hollow structure from the
looper thread inlet 9a, 9b to the looper loop-taker point
thread outlet 8a, 8b, and may compose the structure that
a groove is formed in the looper from the looper thread
inlet 9a, 9b to the looper loop-taker point thread outlet
8a, 8b, and that a hollow pipe is embedded in there. In
this case, a cross-section of the structure may be a circle
or a polygon, and for example, the cross-section may be
C-shape that a part lacks. In the example of the illustra-
tion, as the hollow structure, the groove is formed in the
upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5, and a conduit
(hollow pipe) 10a, 10b which is embedded in there and
a conduit 10c, 10d which is connected to the looper
thread inlet 13a, 13b is used.
[0025] The thread introduction portion 12 which inserts
the looper thread TH which is drawn out from the thread
spool from thread insertion opening 11a, 11b and leads
to the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5 is provided.
[0026] The thread introduction portion 12 is connected
to the hollow thread guide portion (conduit = hollow pipe)
15a, 15b which has the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b that
the contact/separation is performed for the looper thread
inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5.
[0027] The connecting portion 16 which moves the
thread guide portion 15a, 15b between the threading
state that the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b contacts to the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5
and the sewing state that the thread guide outlet 14a,
14b of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b separates from
the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 is provided. In the connecting portion
16, the thread guide portion 15a, 15b is divided into a
fixed thread guide portion (conduit = hollow pipe) 17a,
17b and a movable thread guide portion (conduit = hollow
pipe) 18a, 18b which has a flange 19a, 19b, and both are
connected in the nested state through a spring 20a, 20b
and are supported by a supporting portion 21 which is
fixed to the connecting movement plate 40, and a guide
hole 21f which is provided at this supporting portion 21
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is slidably attached at a guide shaft 22f of a guide plate
22 which is fixed at a looper base 70. The fixed thread
guide portion 17a, 17b is guided by a passage hole 22a,
22b of the guide plate 22, and is guided by a passage
hole 21a, 21b of the supporting portion 21, and is fitted
into the movable thread guide portion 18a, 18b in the
nested state. The movable thread guide portion 18a, 18b
is supported by a U-shaped groove 21c, 21 d for passage
of the supporting portion 21, and is guided by a passage
hole 22c, 22d of the guide plate 22, and lengthens toward
the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5. The flange 19a, 19b is biased together
with the movable thread guide portion 18a, 18b to the
side of the U-shaped groove 21c, 21 d for passage by
the elastic repulsion of the spring 20a, 20b. The spring
20a, 20b has also the buffer function when the thread
guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a,
15b contacts to the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the
upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5. In this way, in the
connecting portion 16, as mentioned below, depending
on the movement of the connecting movement plate 40,
the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 and the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b
of the hollow thread guide portion 15a, 15b contact or
separate (Fig.2, Fig.3 (A), Fig.3 (B), Fig.4).
[0028] When the thread guide portion 15a, 15b moves
to the threading state (Fig.3 (B)), the gas supply portion
(air pump) 23 which feeds the looper thread TH from the
thread introduction portion 12 to the looper loop-taker
point thread outlet 8a, 8b through the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 by the gas carrying is provided (Fig.1).
The gas supply portion 23 is driven by a hand lever 24,
and the compressed air which is fed from the gas supply
portion 23 to the thread introduction portion 12 by the
connecting pipe 25 is fed to the inside of the thread pass
conduit of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b, and the
looper thread TH is inhaled from the thread insertion
opening 11 a, 11b of the thread introduction portion 12
and discharged from the looper loop-taker point thread
outlet 8a, 8b through the thread guide portion 15a, 15b
(fixed thread guide portion 17a, 17b, movable thread
guide portion 18a, 18b), and through the looper thread
inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper
5, and thereby the threading is performed. In addition,
the concrete structure and the motion of the thread-
ing/thread pass mechanism are public known or well-
known (Patent Document No.1-3,5).

<Looper threading/Sewing changeover mechanism>

[0029] As shown in Fig.1-Fig.5, when moving the con-
necting portion 16 to contact and separate the thread
guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a,
15b (movable thread guide portion 18a, 18b) and the
looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 freely, the looper threading/sewing
changeover mechanism 30 is provided.
[0030] The looper threading/sewing changeover

mechanism 30 has the push button 33 for the pressing
operation of the push button shaft 32 which protrudes
the stopper shaft control pin 31, the control groove cam
38 which is provided at the control groove cam plate 38a
including the first control groove cam portion 34, the sec-
ond control groove cam portion 35 and the third control
groove cam portion 36 which receive the stopper shaft
control pin 31, the connecting movement plate 40 which
supports the thread guide portion 15a, 15b (movable
thread guide portion 18a, 18b) and which is elastically
repelled toward the threading state that the thread guide
outlet 14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b (mov-
able thread guide portion 18a, 18b) contacts to the looper
thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5 by the first spring 39 which is the tension spring,
and the connecting positioning plate 82 which rotates
together with the main shaft 2 integrally and has the pe-
ripheral surface 80 that the tip portion 41 of the push
button shaft 32 contacts and the notch portion 81 that
the tip portion 41 of the push button shaft 32 is fitted.
[0031] The connecting movement plate 40 is biased to
the looper side by the first spring 39 which is suspended
between the spring stud 21e which is provided at the
connecting movement plate 40 and the spring stud 22e
of the guide plate 22.
[0032] As shown in Fig.5-Fig.8, the looper thread-
ing/sewing changeover mechanism 30 has the sewing
state holding position SS that the stopper shaft control
pin 31 is latched together at the first control groove cam
portion 34 at the time of the non-pressing operation of
the push button 33 and the sewing state is held, the
threading preparatory state holding position RS that the
stopper shaft control pin 31 is latched together at the
second control groove cam portion 35 at the time of the
pressing operation of the push button 33, the tip portion
41 of the push button shaft 32 contacts to the peripheral
surface 80 of the connecting positioning plate 82 and the
connecting movement plate 40 is held in the threading
preparatory state, and the threading state holding posi-
tion TS that the tip portion 41 of the push button shaft 32
is fitted into the notch portion 81 of the connecting posi-
tioning plate 82 by rotating the main shaft 2 manually by
the pulley P, the stopper shaft control pin 31 is loosely
fitted into the third control groove cam portion 36 and the
threading state is held.
[0033] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, the push button shaft
32 includes the push button 33, and the set shaft 32a
which juxtaposes the large diameter portion 42 and the
small diameter portion 43 which are formed in the center
portion of that and the stopper shaft 32b which protrudes
the stopper shaft control pin 31 and includes the tip por-
tion 41 are connected in the nested state, and the second
spring 44 which is the compression spring is intervened
between both.
[0034] The second spring 44 pushes elastically the
stopper shaft 32b toward the direction of the main shaft
2 and simultaneously pushes elastically the tip portion of
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the set shaft 32a toward the opposite direction of the
main shaft 2 so that the set shaft 32a protrudes toward
the direction of the front side of the sewing machine.
[0035] The tip portion 41 of the stopper shaft 32b con-
tacts to the peripheral surface of the connecting position-
ing plate 82 which is fastened at the main shaft 2 by the
screw 82a, and is inserted into the notch portion 81 and
is engaged. The retaining ring 56 that the stopper shaft
control pin 31 is implanted at right angle direction from
the center of the stopper shaft 32b is fastened by the
screw 56a at the front end portion that the connecting
hole 32c of the stopper shaft 32b opens. By the retaining
ring 56, the stopper shaft control pin 31 engages with the
control cam 38 of the cam plate 38a which works with
the connecting movement plate 40 integrally and pene-
trates, and further the stopper shaft control pin 31 is fitted
loosely to the lower side into the elongate hole 53a which
is provided at the horizontal arm portion 53 of the set
shaft guide plate 50, and these are assembled so that
the slide of the axial direction becomes possible while
regulating the rotation of the stopper shaft 32b.
[0036] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, the connecting move-
ment plate 40 has the holding portion (circular hole) 45
and the slide portion (elongate hole narrow slit) 46 that
the large diameter portion 42 and the small diameter por-
tion 43 which are juxtaposed at the set shaft 32a of the
push button shaft 32 are respectively held and slid, and
is connected with the control groove cam 38 which re-
ceives the stopper shaft control pin 31 which protrudes
from the stopper shaft 32b of the push button shaft 32
by the screw 47 so that both can move together freely.
The connecting movement plate 40 connects integrally
the control groove cam 38 of the cam plate 38a and in-
terlocks it toward the horizontal direction to the looper
direction.
[0037] The connecting movement plate 40 is support-
ed slidably parallel to the main shaft 2 at a pair of guide
hole 51 which are formed from the back plate 52 of the
set shaft guide plate 50 toward the set shaft direction. In
the set shaft guide plate 50, the back plate 52, the arm
53 and the fixed plate 54 are formed in the crank-shape,
and the fixed plate 54 is fastened at the looper base 70
by the screw 55. The push button shaft 32 is fitted into
the set shaft hole 49a of the looper base 70 and the center
support hole 50a of the set shaft guide plate 50. Besides,
in the set shaft guide plate 50, the elongate hole 53a that
the stopper shaft control pin 31 is fitted loosely and which
slides and controls the stopper shaft 32b toward the shaft
direction is provided in the horizontal arm 53 which bends
in the L-shape from the upper end portion toward the
fixed plate 54 of the lower end.
[0038] As shown in Fig.6, according to the gas carrying
threading device of sewing machine of the present in-
vention, in the sewing state holding position SS, the set
shaft 32a of the push button shaft 32 is held by latching
together the large diameter portion 42 of the set shaft
32a in the holding portion 45 of the connecting movement

plate 40 and contacting the contact retaining piece (E-
ring which is fitted into the E-ring groove) 32e which is
provided at the large diameter portion 42 of the set shaft
32a to the set shaft guide plate 50 by the elastic repulsion
of the second spring 44, and the stopper shaft 32b is held
by engaging the stopper shaft control pin 31 which pro-
trudes from the stopper shaft 32b in the first control
groove cam portion 34 of the control groove cam 38.
[0039] As shown in Fig.7, in the threading preparatory
state holding position RS, as for the set shaft 32a of the
push button shaft 32, the large diameter portion 42 of the
set shaft 32a is latched together at the one end of the
slide portion 46 of the connecting movement plate 40,
and the second control groove cam portion 35 of the con-
trol groove cam 38 engages at the stopper shaft control
pin 31 which protrudes from the stopper shaft 32b. The
stopper shaft 32b of the push button shaft 32 is held by
contacting the tip portion 41 of the stopper shaft 32b to
the peripheral surface 80 of the connecting positioning
plate 82.
[0040] As shown in Fig.8, in the threading state holding
position TS, the set shaft 32a of the push button shaft 32
is held by latching together the small diameter portion 43
of the set shaft 32a at the one end of the slide portion 46
of the connecting movement plate 40, and the stopper
shaft 32b of the push button shaft 32 is held by fitting the
tip portion 41 of the stopper shaft 32b into the notch por-
tion 81 of the connecting positioning plate 82.
[0041] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention, after completing the
threading to the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5,
when returning the connecting movement plate 40 from
the threading state to the sewing state manually and for-
cibly, the return lever 48 that the stopper shaft control pin
31 slides in the fourth control groove cam portion 37 of
the control groove cam 38 and latches together at the
first control groove cam portion 34 and that the sewing
state is held is provided at the intermediate portion of the
connecting movement plate 40. The return lever 48 is
bent from the connecting movement plate 40 toward the
direction of the front side of the sewing machine, and
protrudes together with the push button 33 from the cover
which covers the front portion of the looper base 70.
[0042] In the control groove cam 38 of the gas carrying
threading device of sewing machine of the present in-
vention, the first control groove cam portion 34 that the
stopper shaft control pin 31 is latched together at the time
of the non-pressing operation of the push button 33 and
that the sewing state (SS) is held continues to the fourth
control groove cam portion 37 and the second control
groove cam portion 35 and has the U-shape groove cam
structure.
[0043] The second control groove cam portion 35 that
the stopper shaft control pin 31 is latched together at the
time of the pressing operation of the push button 33 and
the connecting movement plate 40 is held in the threading
preparatory state (RS) by contacting the tip portion 41 of
the push button shaft 32 to the peripheral surface 80 of
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the connecting positioning plate 82 continues to the first
control groove cam portion 34 and the third control groove
cam portion 36 and has the step-like groove cam struc-
ture.
[0044] The third control groove cam portion 36 that the
stopper shaft control pin 31 is latched together by rotating
the main shaft 2 manually by the pulley P and the thread-
ing state (TS) is held by fitting the tip portion 41 of the
push button shaft 32 into the notch portion 81 of the con-
necting positioning plate 82 continues to the second con-
trol groove cam portion 35 and the fourth control groove
cam portion 37 and has the U-shape groove cam struc-
ture.
[0045] The fourth control groove cam portion 37 which
returns the connecting movement plate 40 from the
threading state to the sewing state manually and forcibly
continues to the third control groove cam portion 36 and
the first control groove cam portion 34 and has the slanted
groove cam structure that the stopper shaft control pin
31 slides.
[0046] The cam plate 38a which is fastened by the
screw 47 at the other end of the connecting movement
plate 40 and moves integrally together with the connect-
ing movement plate 40 has the control groove cam 38
which controls 4 (four) processes. The control groove
cam 38 is composed by the first control groove cam por-
tion 34 which controls the stopper shaft control pin 31 at
the time of sewing, the second control groove cam portion
35 which controls the connecting movement plate 40 by
contacting to the stopper shaft control pin 31 when the
set shaft 32a is operated, the third control groove cam
portion 36 for engaging the tip portion 41 of the stopper
shaft 32b to the notch portion 81 of the connecting posi-
tioning plate 82 which is fastened at the main shaft by
the screw 82a and moving the connecting movement
plate 40 to the looper side and the fourth control groove
cam portion 37 which controls the stopper shaft control
pin 31 and releases the fixation of the main shaft 2 by
pulling back the tip portion 41 of the stopper shaft 32b
which engages to the notch portion 81 of the connecting
positioning plate 82 and returns the push button shaft 32
to the initial state when the return lever 48 is operated
after completion of the threading and the connecting
movement plate 40 retreats and moves to the holding
side.
[0047] As shown in Fig.1, Fig.2 and Fig.9, in the gas
carrying threading device of sewing machine of the
present invention, the safety device 49 which prohibits
the power supply of the motor M which drives the main
shaft 2 depending on the position of the connecting move-
ment plate 40 is provided when the connecting move-
ment plate 40 is held in the threading preparatory state
(RS) and the threading state (TS) by the pressing oper-
ation of the push button 33. As the safety device 49, the
safety switch pedestal 60 is fastened by the screw 58 at
the right end portion of the fixed plate 54 which fastens
the set shaft guide plate 50 at the looper base 70. The
right end 38b of the outside of the cam plate 38a engages

to the actuator 62 of the safety switch 61 which connects
the power source of the sewing machine motor M when
the connecting movement plate 40 is the holding state
and disconnects the power source of the sewing machine
motor M when the threading is operated. The safety
switch 61 is fastened at the safety switch pedestal 60
which is fastened at the right end portion of the fixed plate
54 which is fastened at the looper base 70, and the ac-
tuator 62 is fitted loosely to the rotary shaft 63 of the
safety switch pedestal 60, and the spring 64 is laid and
fastened between the spring stud of the lower end of the
actuator 62 and the spring stud of the lower end of the
safety switch pedestal 60, and the connecting movement
plate 40 moves from the holding position to the looper
side, and concurrently the upper end of the actuator 62
which is engaged to the right end 38b of the cam plate
38 which is fastened at the connecting movement plate
40 and is pushed up rotates, and the safety switch 61
operates and the power source to the sewing machine
motor M is disconnected. And thereby, when the thread-
ing is operated, the breakage of the sewing machine by
the incorrect operation of such as the drive or the rotation
of the sewing machine motor is prevented.

<The gas carrying threading device of sewing machine 
seen from other viewpoint>

[0048] Besides, in one embodiment which sees the
present invention from the other viewpoint, the gas car-
rying threading device of sewing machine of the present
invention is provided with the upper looper 4 and the low-
er looper 5 which are the hollow structure (conduit = hol-
low pipe) from the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b to the
looper loop-taker point thread outlet 8a, 8b, the thread
introduction portion 12 which inserts the looper thread
TH which is introduced to the upper looper 4 and the
lower looper 5, the hollow thread guide portion (conduit
= hollow pipe) 15a, 15b which is connected to thread
introduction portion 12 and has the thread guide outlet
14a, 14b that the contact/separation is performed for the
looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5, the connecting portion 16 which
moves the thread guide portion (conduit = hollow pipe)
15a, 15b between the threading state that the thread
guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a,
15b contacts to the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the
upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5 and the sewing
state that the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b separates from the looper thread
inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper
5, and the gas supply portion (air pump) 23 which feeds
the looper thread TH from the thread introduction portion
12 to the looper loop-taker point thread outlet 8a, 8b
through the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5 when
the thread guide portion 15a, 15b is moved to the thread-
ing state.
[0049] When moving the connecting portion 16 to con-
tact and separate the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the
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thread guide portion 15a, 15b and the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5
freely, the looper threading/sewing changeover mecha-
nism 30 including the push button 33 for the pressing
operation of the push button shaft 32 which protrudes
the stopper shaft control pin 31, the control groove cam
38 including the plural control groove cam portions 34-37
which receive the stopper shaft control pin 31, the con-
necting movement plate 40 which supports the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b and which is elastically repelled
toward the threading state that the thread guide outlet
14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b contacts
to the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4
and the lower looper 5 by the first spring 39, and the
connecting positioning plate 82 which rotates together
with the main shaft 2 integrally and has the peripheral
surface 80 that the tip portion 41 of the push button shaft
32 contacts and has the notch portion 81 that the tip por-
tion 41 of the push button shaft 32 is fitted is provided.
[0050] The control groove cam 38 of the looper thread-
ing/sewing changeover mechanism 30 has the first con-
trol groove cam portion 34 that the stopper shaft control
pin 31 is engaged at the time of the non-pressing oper-
ation of the push button 33 and the sewing state is held,
the second control groove cam portion 35 which is en-
gaged at the stopper shaft control pin 31 at the time of
the pressing operation of the push button 33 and holds
the connecting movement plate 40 in the threading pre-
paratory state by contacting the tip portion 41 of the push
button shaft 32 to the peripheral surface 80 of the con-
necting positioning plate 82, the third control groove cam
portion 36 that the stopper shaft control pin 31 is loosely
fitted, the tip portion 41 of the push button shaft 32 is
fitted into the notch portion 81 of the connecting position-
ing plate 82 by rotating the main shaft 2 manually and
the threading state is held and the fourth control groove
cam portion 37 that the stopper shaft control pin 31 slides
and engages at the first control groove cam portion 34
when returning the connecting movement plate 40 from
the threading state to the sewing state manually and for-
cibly after completing the threading to the upper looper
4 and the lower looper 5 and the sewing state is held.
[0051] According to this embodiment, as mentioned
below, the gas carrying threading device of sewing ma-
chine of the present invention brings the operation similar
to the embodiment described first.
[0052] Additionally, in another embodiment which sees
the present invention from the other viewpoint, the gas
carrying threading device of sewing machine of the
present invention is provided with the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 which is the hollow structure (conduit
= hollow pipe) from the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b to
the looper loop-taker point thread outlet 8a, 8b, the thread
introduction portion 12 which inserts the looper thread
TH which is introduced to the upper looper 4 and the
lower looper 5, the hollow thread guide portion (conduit
= hollow pipe) 15a, 15b which is connected to the thread
introduction portion 12 and has the thread guide outlet

14a, 14b which contacts to and separates from the looper
thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5, the connecting portion 16 which moves the
thread guide portion 15a, 15b between the threading
state that the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b contacts to the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5
and the sewing state that the thread guide outlet 14a,
14b of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b separates from
the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 and the gas supply portion (air pump)
23 which feeds the looper thread TH from the thread in-
troduction portion 12 to the looper loop-taker point thread
outlet 8a, 8b through the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5 when the thread outlet portion 15a, 15b is moved
to the threading state.
[0053] When moving the connecting portion 16 to con-
tact and separate the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the
thread guide portion 15a, 15b and the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5
freely, the looper threading/sewing changeover mecha-
nism 30 including the push button 33 for the pressing
operation of the push button shaft 32 which protrudes
the stopper shaft control pin 31, the control groove cam
38 including the plural control groove cam portions 34-37
which receive the stopper shaft control pin 31, the con-
necting movement plate 40 which supports the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b and is elastically repelled toward
the threading state that the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b
of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b contacts to the looper
thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5 by the first spring 39 and the connecting posi-
tioning plate 82 which rotates together with the main shaft
2 integrally and has the peripheral surface 80 that the tip
portion 41 of the push button shaft 32 contacts and has
the notch portion 81 that the tip portion 41 of the push
button shaft 32 is fitted is provided.
[0054] The looper threading/sewing changeover
mechanism 30 has the threading preparatory function
(RS) which holds the connecting movement plate 40 from
the sewing state to the threading preparatory state
through the control groove cam 38 which engages to the
stopper shaft control pin 31 by pressing the push button
shaft 32 by the push button 33 and contacts the tip portion
41 of the push button shaft 32 to the peripheral surface
80 of the connecting positioning plate 82 which rotates
together with the main shaft 2 integrally, the threading
function (TS) which fits the tip portion 41 into the notch
portion 81 of the connecting positioning plate 82 by ro-
tating the main shaft 2 manually and holds the threading
state and the return function which holds the sewing state
through the control groove cam 38 which slides the stop-
per shaft control pin 31 when returning the connecting
movement plate 40 from the threading state to the sewing
state manually and forcibly after completing the threading
to the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5.
[0055] According to this embodiment, as mentioned
below, the gas carrying threading device of sewing ma-
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chine of the present invention brings the operation similar
to the embodiment described first.
[0056] In the gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine of the present invention which is composed in
this way, the operation is performed as described below.

<Threading preparation>

[0057] In the state that the sewing machine M is
stopped and the serger 1 is in the non-sewing state, when
the push button 33 of the looper threading/sewing
changeover mechanism 30 is pushed at a finger-tip, the
push button shaft 32 (set shaft 32a) advances. Thereby,
the large diameter portion 42 of the set shaft 32a comes
out of the holding portion (circular hole) 45 which is
formed at the left end of the elongate hole of the con-
necting movement plate 40 and the small diameter por-
tion 43 engages to the slide portion (elongate hole narrow
slit) 46 of the connecting movement plate 40. The con-
necting movement plate 40 which is biased by the first
spring 39 moves toward the looper side.
[0058] At the same time as the connecting movement
plate 40 moves toward the looper side, the upper end of
the actuator 62 of the safety device 49 which is pushed
up by engaging to the right end 38b of the cam plate 38a
which is fastened at the connecting movement plate 40
rotates, and the safety switch 61 is operated, and the
power source to the sewing machine motor M is discon-
nected. Thereby, the breakage of the serger by such as
incorrect operation to the motor controller MC at the time
of the threading connecting state is prevented.
[0059] The push button shaft 32 (set shaft 32a) presses
further the second spring (return spring) 44 which is in-
stalled in the inside of the connecting hole 32c of the
stopper shaft 32b by fitting loosely the small diameter tip
portion 32d into the connecting hole 32c which is drilled
and provided at the stopper shaft 32b. When the small
diameter portion 43 of the set shaft 32a engages to the
slide portion (elongate hole narrow slit) 46 of the con-
necting movement plate 40, the large diameter portion
42 of the set shaft 32a contacts to the connecting move-
ment plate 40 by the elastic repulsion of the second spring
44, and the return to the original position is prevented.
[0060] When the connecting movement plate 40 which
is biased by the first spring 39 moves toward the looper
side, the control groove cam 38 of the cam plate 38a
which is fixed at the connecting movement plate 40
moves too. The control groove cam 38 of the cam plate
38a moves from the position of the first control groove
cam portion 34 which controls at the time of the sewing,
and thereby the second control groove cam portion 35
contacts to the stopper shaft control pin 31, and the stop-
per shaft control pin 31 stops the movement of the con-
necting movement plate 40. The connecting tube sup-
porting portion 21 of the connecting movement plate 40
stops at the front that the tip of the movable thread guide
portion 18a, 18b of the connecting portion 16 connects
to the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b, and becomes the

standby state.
[0061] When the set shaft 32 moves forward, the small
diameter tip portion 32d further presses the second
spring 44 which is installed in the inside of the connecting
hole 32c of the stopper shaft 32b, and when the control
groove cam 38 of the cam plate 38a moves from the
position of the first control groove cam portion 34 which
controls at the time of the sewing of the stopper shaft
control pin 31, the tip 41 of the stopper shaft 32b contacts
to the peripheral surface 80 of the connecting positioning
plate 82 which is fastened at the main shaft 2, and the
second control groove cam portion 35 contacts to the
stopper shaft control pin 31 and stops the movement of
the connecting movement plate 40.
[0062] In this way, the threading preparatory operation
is completed only by one-touch operation to the push
button 33.

<Performance of the threading>

[0063] Next, when the main shaft 2 is rotated and driv-
en by rotating the pulley by one hand, by the behavior of
the upper and lower looper drive mechanism 3 (3a, 3b),
the upper looper 4 performs the vertical motion by tracing
the vertical ellipsoidal trajectory, and the lower looper 5
intersects with the trajectory of the needle which performs
the vertical motion and swings, and the notch portion 81
of the connecting positioning plate 82 which is fastened
at the main shaft 2 accords with the tip 41 of the stopper
shaft 32b at the position that the position of the looper
thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5 which work together respectively accords with
the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the movable thread
guide portion 18a, 18b.
[0064] When the notch portion 81 of the connecting
positioning plate 82 accords with the tip 41 of the stopper
shaft 32b, by the elastic repulsion force that the small
diameter tip portion 32d of the set shaft 32a presses the
second spring 44 which is installed in the inside of the
connecting hole 32c of the stopper shaft 32b, the tip 41
of the stopper shaft 32b is inserted and engaged into the
notch portion 81 of the connecting positioning plate 82
which is fastened at the main shaft 2, and the rotation of
the main shaft 2 is stopped and fixed.
[0065] By the insertion and the engagement of the
stopper shaft 32b to the notch portion 81 of the connect-
ing positioning plate 82, the stopper shaft control pin 31
separates from the second control groove cam portion
35 of the control groove cam 38 which is formed at the
cam plate 38a which contacts, and is fitted loosely into
the third control groove cam portion 36.
[0066] When the stopper shaft control pin 31 separates
from the second control groove cam portion 35 of the
cam plate which contacts, the connecting movement
plate 40 which stops in the standby state is released from
the fixation, and the connecting movement plate 40
moves toward the looper side by the bias of the first spring
39, and advances the movable thread guide portion 18a,
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18b which is supported at the supporting portion 21
through the guide plate 22, and the tip connects to the
looper thread inlet 13a, 13b.
[0067] Thereby, the thread guide outlet 14a, 14b of the
hollow thread guide portion 15a, 15b (the fixed thread
guide portion 17a, 17b, the movable thread guide portion
18a, 18b) which is connected to the thread insertion
opening 11a, 11b of the thread introduction portion 12
contacts to the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the upper
looper 4 and the lower looper 5, and the looper loop-taker
point thread outlet 8a, 8b becomes the connection state
from the thread insertion opening 11a, 11b of the thread
introduction portion 12.
[0068] In this connection state, thread take-up lever
holes LTa, LTb of the looper take-up lever LT (Fig.1, Fig.3
(A), Fig.3 (B) and Fig.9) are intervened between the
thread guide outlet 14a, 14b and the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b, and it is decided in the design preliminarily so
that those thread pass centers accord.
[0069] The end portion of about 2cm of the looper
thread TH which is drawn out from the thread spool is
inserted from the thread insertion opening 11a, 11b of
the thread introduction portion 12 through a thread ten-
sioner TA.
[0070] When the hand lever 24 is operated at the gas
supply portion (air pump) 23, the compressed air is fed
to the inside of the thread pass conduit of the thread guide
portion 15a, 15b, and the looper thread TH is inhaled
from the thread insertion opening 11a, 11b of the thread
introduction portion 12 and discharged from the looper
loop-taker point thread outlet 8a, 8b through the thread
guide portion 15a, 15b (fixed thread guide portion 17a,
17b, movable thread guide portion 18a, 18b) through the
conduit 10a, 10b of the upper looper 4 and the lower
looper 5, and thereby the threading can be performed.

<Return to the sewing state>

[0071] After the threading of the upper looper 4 and
the lower looper 5 completes, the return lever 48 of the
connecting movement plate 40 which protrudes from the
elongate hole of the front cover of the looper base 70 is
drawn back to the right direction of the pulley side by one
hand.
[0072] When the return lever 48 is drawn back to the
right direction of the pulley side, the connecting move-
ment plate 40 retreats and moves to the direction of the
pulley, and the tip of the movable thread guide portion
18a, 18b which is supported by the supporting portion 21
and guided by the guide plate 22 in the thread guide
portion 15a, 15b separates from the looper thread inlet
13a, 13b.
[0073] When the connecting movement plate 40 re-
treats and moves to the direction of the pulley, the cam
plate 38a which is fastened at this also moves, and the
stopper shaft control pin 31 which is fitted loosely into
the third control groove cam portion 36 slides in the fourth
control groove cam portion 37, and the stopper shaft 32b

is drawn back to the direction of the front side of the sew-
ing machine by resisting the elastic repulsion of the sec-
ond spring 44 which is installed in the inside of the con-
necting hole 32c of the stopper shaft 32b.
[0074] When the connecting movement plate 40 re-
treats and moves to the direction of the pulley, the con-
necting movement plate 40 moves from the slide portion
(elongate hole narrow slit) 46 which is provided at the
connecting movement plate 40 which engages with the
small diameter portion 43 of the set shaft 32a of the push
button shaft 32 to the holding portion (circular hole) 45
which penetrates the large diameter portion 42 of the set
shaft 32a and holds the connecting movement plate 40.
[0075] When the connecting movement plate 40
moves and the holding portion (circular hole) 45 which
holds the connecting movement plate 40 arrives at the
center position of the set shaft, the stopper shaft control
pin 31 which is controlled by the fourth control groove
cam portion 37 retreats the stopper shaft 32b, and the
small diameter tip portion 32d of the set shaft 32a is fitted
loosely into the connecting hole 32c which is drilled at
the stopper shaft 32b and further presses the second
spring (return spring) 44 which is installed in the inside
of the connecting hole 32c of the stopper shaft 32b. When
the holding portion (circular hole) 45 which holds the con-
necting movement plate 40 arrives at the center position
of the set shaft, the large diameter portion 42 of the set
shaft 32a penetrates the holding portion (circular hole)
45, and pushes and returns the set shaft 32a of the push
button shaft 32 to the direction of the front side of the
sewing machine.
[0076] Further, when the connecting movement plate
40 moves toward the pulley side and arrives at the holding
position, the upper end of the actuator 62 of the safety
device 49 engages with the right end 38b of the cam plate
38a, and rotates the actuator 62, the safety switch 61 is
operated and the power source to the sewing machine
motor M is connected.
[0077] After the looper threading completes, the return
lever 48 is operated, and thereby the thread guide outlet
14a, 14b of the thread guide portion 15a, 15b (fixed
thread guide portion 17a, 17b, movable thread guide por-
tion 18a, 18b) which connects at the connecting portion
16 and the looper thread inlet 13a, 13b of the conduit
10a, 10b of the upper looper 4 and the lower looper 5
returns to the non-connecting state, and the fixation of
the main shaft 2 is also released, the power source to
the sewing machine motor M is also connected, and the
serger returns to the state that the sewing can be per-
formed.
[0078] When the sewing machine motor M is rotated
by the motor controller MC and the main shaft 2 is rotated
and driven, by the operation of the upper and lower looper
drive mechanism 3 (3a, 3b), the upper looper 4 performs
the vertical motion by tracing the vertical ellipsoidal tra-
jectory, and the lower looper 5 intersects with the trajec-
tory of the needle which performs the vertical motion, and
swings. And the sewing of the overedge stitch can be
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performed by the stitch forming device which is com-
posed by the needle which is driven by the needle drive
mechanism 6, a presser foot mechanism which presses
a cloth on a throat plate and a cloth feed mechanism 7
which forwards the cloth every one stitch.
[0079] In this way, according to the gas carrying
threading device of sewing machine of the present in-
vention, the looper threading can be performed with one-
touch operation by one-handed three operations which
are the threading preparatory operation, the threading
positioning/the connecting pulley operation and the
threading gas supply operation.
[0080] Therefore, according to the gas carrying thread-
ing device of sewing machine of the present invention,
by connecting with the hollow thread guide portion which
leads to the thread introducing part which inserts the loop-
er thread from the thread outlet of the loop-taker point of
the looper, the complicated thread guard is unnecessary
and the threading that the handleability is easy can be
performed. And, there are no mistake of the threading,
no protrusion of the looper thread in mid-process, and
no entanglement of the inserted looper thread with other
thread. And because the looper thread is supplied by
utilizing the flow of the pressurized gas which is supplied
to the hollow thread guide portion, the threading can be
performed with one-touch operation by the extremely
easy operation.
[0081] Besides, according to the gas carrying thread-
ing device of sewing machine of the present invention,
the breakage of the serger by such as incorrect operation
to the motor controller during the threading preparatory
operation and the completion of the threading can be
prevented by disconnecting the power source to the sew-
ing machine motor because the safety device works de-
pending on the movement position of the connecting
movement plate.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0082] The gas carrying threading device of sewing
machine in the present invention can be suitably applied
to the chain stitch sewing machine such as the serger,
the double chain stitch sewing machine, or the cover
stitch sewing machine which insert the looper thread to
the looper with one-touch operation by utilizing the pres-
surized gas.

EXPLANATION OF THE NUMERALS

[0083]

2 main shaft
4 upper looper
5 lower looper
8a, 8b looper loop-taker point thread outlet
10a, 10b hollow structure (conduit = hollow pipe)
12 thread introduction portion
13a, 13b looper thread inlet

14a, 14b thread guide outlet
15a, 15b hollow thread guide portion (conduit = hol-

low pipe)
16 connecting portion
23 gas supply portion (air pump)
30 looper threading/sewing changeover mech-

anism
31 control pin (stopper shaft control pin)
32 push button shaft
32a set shaft
32b stopper shaft
32e contact retaining piece
33 push button
34 first control groove cam portion
35 second control groove cam portion
36 third control groove cam portion
37 fourth control groove cam portion
38 control groove cam
39 first spring
40 connecting movement plate
41 tip portion of the push button shaft
42 large diameter portion
43 small diameter portion
44 second spring
45 holding portion (circular hole)
46 slide portion (elongate hole narrow slit)
48 return lever
49 safety device
80 peripheral surface
81 notch portion
82 connecting positioning plate
TH looper thread
SS sewing state holding position
RS preparatory state holding position
TS threading state holding position

Claims

1. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
comprising,
at least one looper (4, 5) having a hollow structure
from a looper thread inlet (13a,13b) to a looper loop-
taker point thread outlet (8a,8b),
a thread introduction portion (12) inserting a looper
thread (TH) which is led to said looper,
a hollow thread guide portion (15a,15b) having a
thread guide outlet (14a,14b) which connects to said
thread introduction portion and performs a con-
tact/separation for the looper thread inlet of said
looper,
a connecting portion (16) moving said thread guide
portion between a threading state (TS) that said
thread guide outlet of said thread guide portion con-
tacts to said looper thread inlet of said looper and a
sewing state (SS) that said thread guide outlet of
said thread guide portion separates from said looper
thread inlet of said looper, and
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a gas supply portion (23) feeding said looper thread
from said thread introduction portion to said looper
loop-taker point thread outlet through said looper
when said thread guide portion is moved to said
threading state,
characterized by:

further comprising, when moving said connect-
ing portion to contact and separate said thread
guide outlet of said thread guide portion and said
looper thread inlet of said looper freely,
a looper threading/sewing changeover mecha-
nism (30) including,

a push button (33) for a pressing operation
of a push button shaft (32) which protrudes
a control pin (31),
a control groove cam (38) which includes
plural control groove cam portions (34-37)
which receive said control pin,
a connecting movement plate (40) which
supports said thread guide portion and
which is elastically repelled toward said
threading state that said thread guide outlet
of said thread guide portion contacts to said
looper thread inlet of said looper by a first
spring (39), and
a connecting positioning plate (82) rotating
together with a main shaft (2) integrally and
having a peripheral surface (80) that a tip
portion (41) of said push button shaft con-
tacts and having a notch portion (81) that
said tip portion of said push button shaft is
fitted,
said control groove cam of said looper
threading/sewing changeover mechanism
comprising,
a first control groove cam portion (34) which
latches together said control pin at the time
of a non-pressing operation of said push
button and holds said sewing state,
a second control groove cam portion (35)
which is latched together at said control pin
at the time of a pressing operation of said
push button and holds said connecting
movement plate in a threading preparatory
state (RS) by contacting said tip portion of
said push button shaft to a peripheral sur-
face of said connecting positioning plate,
a third control groove cam portion (36) that
said control pin is loosely fitted by rotating
said main shaft manually and holds said
threading state by fitting said tip portion of
said push button shaft into said notch por-
tion of said connecting positioning plate,
and
a fourth control groove cam portion (37)
which slides said control pin and holds said

sewing state by latching together at said first
control groove cam portion when returning
said connecting movement plate from said
threading state to said sewing state manu-
ally and forcibly after completing a threading
to said looper.

2. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
according to claim 1, characterized in that:

said push button shaft includes said push button,
and a set shaft (32a) which juxtaposes a large
diameter portion (42) and a small diameter por-
tion (43) and a stopper shaft (32b) which pro-
trudes said control pin and includes said tip por-
tion are connected in a nested state, and a sec-
ond spring (44) is intervened between both.

3. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
according to claim 2, characterized in that:

said connecting movement plate has a holding
portion (45) and a slide portion (46) which holds
and slides the large diameter portion and the
small diameter portion respectively which are
juxtaposed at said set shaft, and is connected
with said control groove cam which receives said
control pin which is protruded from said stopper
shaft so that both can move together freely.

4. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
according to claim 1, characterized in that:

said connecting movement plate has, after com-
pleting a threading to said looper, when return-
ing said connecting movement plate from said
threading state to said sewing state manually
and forcibly, a return lever (48) that said control
pin slides in the fourth control groove cam por-
tion of said control groove cam and latches to-
gether at said first control groove cam portion
and holds said sewing state.

5. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
according to claim 4, characterized in that, in said
control groove cam, :

said first control groove cam portion which latch-
es together said control pin at the time of a non-
pressing operation of said push button and holds
said sewing state continues to said fourth control
groove cam portion and said second control
groove cam portion and has an U-shape groove
cam structure,
said second control groove cam portion which
latches together said control pin at the time of a
pressing operation of said push button and holds
said connecting movement plate in the thread-
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ing preparatory state by contacting said tip por-
tion of said push button shaft to the peripheral
surface of said connecting positioning plate con-
tinues to said first control groove cam portion
and said third control groove cam portion and
has a step-like groove cam structure,
said third control groove cam portion which
latches together said control pin by rotating said
main shaft manually and holds said threading
state by fitting said tip portion of said push button
shaft into said notch portion of said connecting
positioning plate continues to said second con-
trol groove cam portion and said fourth control
groove cam portion and has an U-shape groove
cam structure, and
said fourth control groove cam portion which re-
turns said connecting movement plate from said
threading state to said sewing state manually
and forcibly continues to said third control
groove cam portion and said first control groove
cam portion and has a slanted groove cam struc-
ture that said control pin slides.

6. A gas carrying threading device of sewing machine
according to claim 1, characterized in that:

a safety device (49) for prohibiting a power sup-
ply of a motor (M) which drives said main shaft
depending on a position of said connecting
movement plate is provided when said connect-
ing movement plate is held in said threading pre-
paratory state and said threading state by a
pressing operation of said push button.

Patentansprüche

1. Gasführende Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine, mit
wenigstens einem Greifer (4, 5) mit einer Hohlstruk-
tur von einem Greiferfadeneingang (13a, 13b) bis zu
einem Greiferfadenausgang (8a, 8b) an einem
Schlingenaufnehmerpunkt,
einem Faden-Einführungsabschnitt (12), der einen
Greiferfaden (TH) einlegt, welcher zum Greifer ge-
führt wird,
einem hohlen Fadenführungsabschnitt (15a, 15b)
mit einem Fadenführungsausgang (14a, 14b), wel-
cher mit dem Faden-Einführungsabschnitt verbun-
den ist und eine Verbindung/Trennung für den Grei-
ferfadeneingang des Greifers durchführt,
einem Verbindungsabschnitt (16), welcher den Fa-
denführungsabschnitt bewegt zwischen einem Ein-
fädelzustand (TS), in welchem der Fadenführungs-
ausgang des Fadenführungsabschnitts mit dem
Greiferfadeneingang des Greifers in Kontakt steht,
und einem Nähzustand (SS), in welchem der Faden-
führungsausgang des Fadenführungsabschnitts

von dem Greiferfadeneingang des Greifers getrennt
ist, und
einem Gaszuführungsbereich (23), der den Greifer-
faden durch den Greifer hindurch, von dem Faden-
einführungsabschnitt zu dem Greiferfadenausgang
eines Schlingenaufnehmerpunkts zuführt, wenn der
Fadenführungsabschnitt in den Einfädelzustand be-
wegt wird, gekennzeichnet durch:

ferner mit, wenn der Verbindungsabschnitt be-
wegt wird, um den Fadenführungsausgang des
Fadenführungsabschnitts mit dem Greiferfade-
neingang des Greifers frei zu verbinden und zu
trennen,
einem Einfädeln/Nähen-Greiferumstellmecha-
nismus (30) mit,

einem Druckknopf (32) für einen Druckvor-
gang eines Druckkopfschafts, von welchem
einen Steuerstift (31) vorsteht,
einer Steuernockennut (38), welche eine
Mehrzahl von Steuernockennutabschnitten
(34 bis 37) umfasst, welche den Steuerstift
aufnehmen,
einer Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte (40),
welche den Fadenführungsabschnitt trägt
und welche durch eine erste Feder (39)
elastisch in Richtung des Einfädelzustands
vorgespannt ist, so dass der Fadenfüh-
rungsausgang des Fadenführungsab-
schnitts mit dem Greiferfadeneingang des
Greifers in Kontakt steht,
einer Positionierung-Verbindungsplatte
(82), welche mit einer Hauptwelle (2) ein-
stückig zusammen rotiert und eine Um-
fangsfläche (80) hat, mit welcher ein Spit-
zenbereich (41) des Druckknopfschafts in
und Kontakt steht, und einen Aussparungs-
bereich (81) hat, in welchem der Spitzen-
bereich des Druckknopfschafts sitzt,

wobei die Steuernockennut des Einfädeln/Nä-
hen-Greiferumstellmechanismus aufweist
einen ersten Steuernockennutabschnitt (34),
welcher den Steuerstift zu dem Zeitpunkt eines
Druckvorgangs des Druckknopfs blockiert und
die Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte in einem Ein-
fädelung-Vorbereitungszustand (RS) hält, in-
dem der Spitzenbereich des Druckknopfschafts
mit einer Umfangsfläche der Position-Verbin-
dungsplatte in Kontakt gebracht wird,
einen dritten Steuernockennutabschnitt (36), in
welchem der Steuerstift lose eingebracht wird,
indem die Hauptwelle per Hand gedreht wird,
und der den Einfädelzustand hält, indem der
Spitzenbereich des Druckknopfschafts in den
Ausnehmungsbereich der Positionierung-Ver-
bindungsplatte eingebracht wird, und
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einen vierten Steuernockennutabschnitt (37),
welcher den Steuerstift verschiebt und den Näh-
zustand hält, indem dieser an dem ersten Steu-
ernockennutabschnitt blockiert, wenn die Bewe-
gung-Verbindungsplatte manuell und zwangs-
weise zurück in den Nähzustand gebracht wird,
nachdem eine Einfädelung in dem Greifer ab-
geschlossen worden ist.

2. Gasführende Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass:

der Druckknopfschaft den Druckknopf aufweist
und ein Einstellschaft (32a), welcher nebenein-
ander einen Großdurchmesser-Abschnitt (42)
und einen Kleindurchmesser-Abschnitt (43) auf-
weist, und ein Stopperschaft (32b), von dem der
Steuerstift vorsteht und der den Spitzenbereich
umfasst, in einem verschachtelten Zustand ver-
bunden sind, und eine zweite Feder (44) zwi-
schen beiden eingefügt ist.

3. Gasführende Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass:

die Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte einen Halte-
bereich (45) und einen Gleitbereich (46) hat,
welcher den Großdurchmesser-Abschnitt bzw.
den Kleindurchmesser-Abschnitt hält bzw.
schiebt, die an dem Einstellschaft nebeneinan-
der angeordnet sind, und mit der Steuernocken-
nut verbunden ist, welche den Steuerstift auf-
nimmt, der von dem Stopperschaft vorsteht, so
dass sich beide zusammen frei bewegen kön-
nen.

4. Gasführende-Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass:

die Bewegungs-Verbindungsplatte nach dem
Beenden eines Einfädelvorgangs am Greifer,
wenn die Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte per
Hand und zwangsweise vom Einfädelzustand in
den Nähzustand zurückgebracht wird, einen
Rückkehrhebel (48) hat, der den Steuerstift in
dem vierten Steuernockennutabschnitt der
Steuernockennut gleiten lässt und an dem ers-
ten Steuernockennutabschnitt blockiert und den
Nähzustand hält.

5. Gasführende Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass in der Steuernockennut:

der erste Steuernockennutabschnitt, welcher

mit dem Steuerstift zu dem Zeitpunkt eines
drucklosen Betriebs des Druckknopfs blockiert
und den Nähzustand hält, sich zum vierten Steu-
ernockennutabschnitt und zweiten Steuerno-
ckennutabschnitt fortsetzt und ein U-förmige
Nockennutstruktur hat,
wobei der zweite Steuernockennutabschnitt,
welcher mit dem Steuerstift zu dem Zeitpunkt
eines Druckvorgangs des Druckknopfs blockiert
und die Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte in dem
Einfädelung-Vorbereitungszustand hält, indem
diese den Spitzenbereich des Druckknopf-
schafts in Kontakt mit der Umfangsfläche der
Positionierung-Verbindungsplatte hält, sich zu
dem ersten Steuernockennutabschnitt und dem
dritten Steuernockennutabschnitt fortsetzt und
eine stufenartige Nockennutstruktur hat,
wobei der dritte Steuernockennutabschnitt, wel-
cher mit dem Steuerstift blockiert, indem die
Hauptwelle per Hand rotiert wird, und den Ein-
fädelzustand hält, indem der Spitzenbereich des
Druckknopfschafts in dem Ausnehmungsbe-
reich der Positionierung-Verbindungsplatte hält,
sich zu dem zweiten Steuernockennutabschnitt
und dem vierten Steuernockennutabschnitt fort-
setzt und eine U-förmige Nockennutstruktur hat,
und
wobei der vierte Steuernockennutabschnitt,
welcher die Bewegungs-Verbindungsplatte per
Hand und zwangsweise von dem Einfädelzu-
stand in den Nähzustand zurückbringt, den drit-
ten Steuernockennutabschnitt und den ersten
Steuernockennutabschnitt fortsetzt und eine
abgeschrägte Nockennutstruktur hat, an wel-
chem der Steuerstift gleitet.

6. Gasführende-Einfädelvorrichtung für eine Nähma-
schine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass:

eine Sicherheitsvorrichtung (49) zum Unterbin-
den einer Stromversorgung eines Motors (M),
welcher die Hauptwelle in Abhängigkeit von ei-
ner Position der Bewegung-Verbindungsplatte
antreibt, vorgesehen ist, wenn die Bewegung-
Verbindungsplatte durch einen Druckvorgang
des Druckknopfs in dem Einfädelung-Vorberei-
tungszustand und dem Einfädelzustand gehal-
ten wird.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre, comprenant :

au moins un boucleur (4, 5) ayant une structure
creuse d’une entrée de fil de boucleur (13a, 13b)
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à une sortie de fil de point de crochet de boucleur
(8a, 8b),
une partie d’introduction de fil (12) insérant un
fil de boucleur (TH) qui est amené audit bou-
cleur,
une partie de guidage de fil creuse (15a, 15b)
ayant une sortie de guidage de fil (14a, 14b) qui
se raccorde à ladite partie d’introduction de fil
et réalise un contact / une séparation pour l’en-
trée de fil de boucleur dudit boucleur,
une partie de raccordement (16) déplaçant la-
dite partie de guidage de fil entre un état d’en-
filage (TS) dans lequel ladite sortie de guidage
de fil de ladite partie de guidage de fil est en
contact avec ladite entrée de fil de boucleur dudit
boucleur et un état de couture (SS) dans lequel
ladite sortie de guidage de fil de ladite partie de
guidage de fil se sépare de ladite entrée de fil
de boucleur dudit boucleur, et
une partie d’alimentation en gaz (23) amenant
ledit fil de boucleur de ladite partie d’introduction
de fil à ladite sortie de fil de point de crochet de
boucleur par le biais dudit boucleur lorsque la-
dite partie de guidage de fil passe dans ledit état
d’enfilage,
caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend en outre :

lors du déplacement de ladite partie de rac-
cordement pour être en contact avec et sé-
parer ladite sortie de guidage de fil de ladite
partie de guidage de fil et ladite entrée de
fil de boucleur dudit boucleur librement,
un mécanisme de changement d’enfilage /
couture de boucleur (30) comprenant :

un bouton-poussoir (33) pour une opé-
ration de compression d’un arbre de
bouton poussoir (32) qui fait faire saillie
à une broche de commande (31),
une came de rainure de commande
(38) qui comprend plusieurs parties de
came de rainure de commande (34-37)
qui reçoivent ladite broche de comman-
de,
une plaque mobile de raccordement
(40) qui supporte ladite partie de gui-
dage de fil et qui est élastiquement rap-
pelée vers ledit état d’enfilage dans le-
quel ladite sortie de guidage de fil de
ladite partie de guidage de fil est en
contact avec ladite entrée de fil de bou-
cleur dudit boucleur par un premier res-
sort (39), et
une plaque de positionnement de rac-
cordement (82) tournant conjointement
avec un arbre principal (2) de manière
solidaire et ayant une surface périphé-
rique (80) avec laquelle une partie de

pointe (41) dudit arbre de bouton-pous-
soir est en contact et ayant une partie
d’encoche (81) dans laquelle ladite par-
tie de pointe dudit arbre de bouton-
poussoir est montée,

ladite came de rainure de commande dudit
mécanisme de changement d’enfilage /
couture de boucleur comprenant

une première partie de came de rainure
de commande (34) qui se verrouille
conjointement avec ladite broche de
commande au moment d’une opération
sans pression dudit bouton-poussoir et
conserve ledit état de couture,
une deuxième partie de came de rainu-
re de commande (35) qui est verrouillée
conjointement avec ladite broche de
commande au moment d’une opération
de pression dudit bouton-poussoir et
maintient ladite plaque mobile de rac-
cordement dans un état préparatoire
d’enfilage (RS) en mettant en contact
ladite partie de pointe dudit arbre de
bouton-poussoir avec une surface pé-
riphérique de ladite plaque de position-
nement de raccordement,
une troisième partie de came de rainure
de commande (36) dans laquelle ladite
broche de commande est montée sans
serrage en faisant tourner manuelle-
ment ledit arbre principal et conserve
ledit état d’enfilage en montant ladite
partie de pointe dudit arbre de bouton-
poussoir dans ladite partie d’encoche
de ladite plaque de positionnement de
raccordement, et
une quatrième partie de came de rai-
nure de commande (37) qui fait coulis-
ser ladite broche de commande et con-
serve ledit état de couture en se ver-
rouillant conjointement avec ladite pre-
mière partie de came de rainure de
commande lorsque ladite plaque mobi-
le de raccordement repasse dudit état
d’enfilage audit état de couture manuel-
lement et de force après avoir terminé
un enfilage dudit boucleur.

2. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que :

ledit arbre de bouton-poussoir comprend ledit
bouton-poussoir et un arbre de réglage (32a)
qui juxtapose une partie de grand diamètre (42)
et une partie de petit diamètre (43) et un arbre
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de butée (32b) qui fait faire saillie à ladite broche
de commande et comprend ladite partie de poin-
te, sont raccordées dans un état emboîté, et un
second ressort (44) intervient entre les deux.

3. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que :

ladite plaque mobile de raccordement a une par-
tie de support (45) et une partie de coulissement
(46) qui supporte et fait coulisser la partie de
grand diamètre et la partie de petit diamètre res-
pectivement qui sont juxtaposées au niveau du-
dit arbre de réglage, et est raccordée avec ladite
came de rainure de commande qui reçoit ladite
broche de commande qui fait saillie dudit arbre
de butée de sorte que les deux peuvent se dé-
placer ensemble librement.

4. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que :

ladite plaque mobile de raccordement a, après
avoir terminé un enfilage dudit boucleur, lorsque
ladite plaque mobile de raccordement repasse
dudit état d’enfilage audit état de couture ma-
nuellement et de force, un levier de retour (48)
que ladite broche de commande fait coulisser
dans la quatrième partie de came de rainure de
commande de ladite came de rainure de com-
mande et se verrouille conjointement avec ladite
première partie de came de rainure de comman-
de et conserve ledit état de couture.

5. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que, dans ladite came de rainure de commande :

ladite première partie de came de rainure de
commande qui se verrouille conjointement avec
ladite broche de commande au moment d’une
opération sans pression dudit bouton-poussoir
et conserve ledit état de couture, continue jus-
qu’à ladite quatrième partie de came de rainure
de commande et ladite deuxième partie de came
de rainure de commande et a une structure de
came de rainure en forme de U,
ladite deuxième partie de came de rainure de
commande qui se verrouille conjointement avec
ladite broche de commande au moment d’une
opération de pression dudit bouton-poussoir et
maintient ladite plaque mobile de raccordement
à l’état préparatoire d’enfilage en mettant en
contact ladite partie de pointe dudit arbre de
bouton-poussoir avec la surface périphérique
de ladite plaque de positionnement de raccor-

dement, continue jusqu’à ladite première partie
de came de rainure de commande et ladite troi-
sième partie de came de commande et a une
structure de came de rainure en forme de gradin,
ladite troisième partie de came de rainure de
commande qui se verrouille conjointement avec
ladite broche de commande en faisant tourner
ledit arbre principal manuellement et conserve
ledit état d’enfilage en montant ladite partie de
pointe dudit arbre de bouton-poussoir dans la-
dite partie d’encoche de ladite plaque de posi-
tionnement de raccordement, continue jusqu’à
la deuxième partie de came de rainure de com-
mande et ladite quatrième partie de came de
rainure de commande et a une structure de ca-
me de rainure en forme de U, et
ladite quatrième partie de came de rainure de
commande qui fait repasser ladite plaque mo-
bile de raccordement dudit état d’enfilage audit
état de couture manuellement et de force, con-
tinue jusqu’à ladite troisième partie de came de
rainure de commande et ladite première partie
de came de rainure de commande et a une struc-
ture de came de rainure inclinée dans laquelle
ladite broche de commande coulisse.

6. Dispositif d’enfilage actionné par gaz pour machine
à coudre selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que :

un dispositif de sécurité (49) pour empêcher une
alimentation d’énergie d’un moteur (M) qui en-
traîne ledit arbre principal en fonction d’une po-
sition de ladite plaque mobile de raccordement,
est prévu lorsque ladite plaque mobile de rac-
cordement est maintenue dans ledit état prépa-
ratoire d’enfilage et ledit état d’enfilage par une
opération de pression dudit bouton-poussoir.
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